
Chapters 1 & 2

What areas would benefit from highly-accurate 
predictions?

Learning about current events
How could AI recommend info you would want 
to know and info you might not have thought 
of knowing.

Content moderated platforms like Youtube 
recommending content that might match my 
interests.

New hobbies based on recommended videos

Language learning, like Duolingo

Translation also!

Like Self-driving cars, they are trying to predict 
how a person would translate it

But what person? E.g., for German, is the 
person is from Northern Germany they speak 
a more strict German than persons from 
southern Germany.

Occupational learning

Virtual-apprenticing

Learning things usually done "on the job"

How machines tend to break, signals you 
might see before the problem

What are things to look for with real-world 
systems that might fail

Learning HOW decisions are made

Academic settings
e.g., a Prof at GaTech implemented a TA chat 
bot that answered questions as well as a 
human TA

It didn't identify itself as a Bot. Should it have 
done so?

Logistics at Scale

Airplane networks Optimization changes based on events

Game playing

e.g., Go

Humans can’t always understand how these 
AI players are “thinking”

Authority is an issue

A Human might help connect you to someone 
else, or change a system for you Regradings

Longevity / success might help this going 
forward. Reputation!

Reputation will evolve over generations

For self-driving cars, most people feel they 
wouldn’t trust them until their safety rate is 
FAR better than that of Humans.

If a self-driving car crashes, it is BIG NEWS

We’ve grown immune to similar crashes by 
drunk drivers

Leveraging AI to understand the GENOME of 
a population to predict health , tracking 
criminals, etc.

Would produce very sensitive personal 
information

Insurance companies would like to have such 
information!

Insurance! Big user of prediction

Risk assessment

Segmentation of demographics
Runner is seen as more healthy

What about a disabled person

Better prediction by an AI (rather than by slow 
humans) allows the insurance company to 
scale up

Identifying fraud

AI filing paperwork

Healthcare

Harder than we thought

Data is a huge problem
HIIPA

Often in different, incompatible forms

Even if we had perfect predictions, would 
patients trust them? Human doctor 
interactions is important to humans.

Augment the physician, not replace her

AI still lacks the human ability to always 
objectively compare two options They lack Judgement

e.g., Laproscopic surgeries; increasingly 
robot-assisted with AI.

Becoming more acceptable due to prevalence, 
low risk, and successes

AI used to predict COVID spread

Unintended consequences:

What happens when something goes wrong?

Malpractice actions against AI's?

Malpractice insurance for AI's?

General

Prediction is cool, but we’re just getting good 
at it

Data as currency

Economic framing is good: not just chasing the 
latest tech

Not just moral quandries, which critics always 
focus on

Cheap makes sense
More efficient helps lower prices

Can also raise stock value

The price of light analogy is good one

Amazon’s biz model might change with better 
prediction

Regarding the change the book proposes

The Scale of the change would be very 
interesting

Eliminating the concept of shopping

Reducing human interaction

Already doing this in some ways.

Optimizing for prime shipping

Regional optimizations

Already have the patent for ship then sell

“Four star stores”?What items are selling well?

Data required for this

Inflection Point combining tech and data to 
train with massive data sets

Some sectors are past thisSocial media (Facebook) changing our 
interaction with devices.

This book talks about economics in a new way
Unequal treatment?

Bias?

Prediction machines to predict their own 
success?

Good predictions, but still not good at 
Judgement

Limiting factors are useful

No longer the algorithms or the tech, now the 
limiting factor is getting the data into the 
systems

We can’t always USE the massive data

We can’t always make SENSE of the data

If we ultimately rely on these decisions based 
on loads of data, will they replace complex 
decision making by humans?

Court decision guidance

Subject to human bias

Unintended results and uses

AUGMENTING humans is a far better goal

AI’s can have all sorts of BIAS

E.g., Microsoft’s chatbot that learned from the 
Internet

Not everyone will take training AI’s seriously

Sloppy AIs that leak personal information

Errors or "Easter Eggs" in the trainingE.g., trained for use in the US, but deployed in 
Canada where the metric system is used.

Failure scenarios can have much broader 
impact for highly distributed AI applications

e.g., updates to Tesla software

Will Federal/State/City/Tribal jurisdictions 
require their own rules or policies to be 
downloaded into an autonomous vehicle when 
it enters their jurisdiction?

HACKERS will love it - huge hacker points for 
hacks causing such widespread impact

Even if it's just a joke, like all parked Tesla's in 
New Hampshire have their sun roofs opened 
simultaneously.

Where would these accurate prediction 
machines be unwelcome? Why?

A self-driving car in a country with a contested 
border (India/Pakistan)

Public fear factor

Like the fear of the silent Prius

Will self-driving cars have to be identifiable as 
such?

Will they be on the same roads as regular cars 
and drivers?
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